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Overarching Goals

To examine the current paradigm for cancer drug development:

• **Highlight challenges** with the traditional phased drug development process
• **Explore opportunities** to promote seamless cancer drug development and to learn throughout the life cycle of a drug

To suggest strategies to:

• **Improve the collection of information** across the cancer therapy lifecycle
• **Streamline and adapt drug development** plans based on compelling evidence
• **Consider ethical and regulatory implications** for seamless cancer drug development
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Session 1
• Vision for a Seamless Cancer Drug Development Paradigm

Session 2
• Case Studies and Lessons Learned From Recent Experiences

Session 3
• Flexible Drug Development and Decision Making

Session 4
• Continuous Evidence Generation Across the Cancer Therapy Lifecycle
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Moonshot
- The National Cancer Moonshot Initiative and Seamless Drug Development

Session 5
- Managing Benefit and Risk in Seamless Cancer Drug Development

Session 6
- Stakeholder Perspectives: Goals of the New Paradigm and Priorities for the Path Forward

Wrap Up
- Closing Remarks